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with e-drums

TD-50 arrives



Pat Kennedy



KAT HD400
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THIS IS THE last edition of what has been a huge year for

electronic percussion.

The January NAMM Show saw the debut of newcomer ATV

with its aD5 module and a preview of Alesis’ planned samplebased Strike module.

In the second half of the year, Pearl and Steven Slate Drums

showed a prototype of the new mimic Pro module featuring

samples from Slate’s upcoming VST pack.

And in September, Roland showcased its new TD-50 flagship.

There’s a new TD-50 module and new digital triggers – a 14”

snare and an 18” ride.

We detail that product in this edition, together with

information about Yamaha’s new external triggers and ATV’s

second e-drum offering, the aFrame.

And it isn’t just the big companies putting out new products.

Unheralded, devoid of hype and totally self-funded,

Versatriggers burst onto the scene with the first wireless

triggers. Initially only available as internal triggers for drums,

the range has been extended to include an adaptor box which

works brilliantly with cymbals and other pads as well as a hihat solution. We review the latest additions this month.

Our profiled artist in this edition, Narada Michael Walden,

started off as a drummer, but has a string of Grammy and

Emmy awards to his name as a producer of number one hits.

Even though he is now involved at a much higher level,

drumming is still very important to Walden, and he values the

contribution of electronic percussion.

Readers will also hear from Roland artist Pat Kennedy, who

talks about how e-drums have shaped his career.

We welcome a couple of new contributors to this magazine.

Firstly, drummer, educator and mix/mastering engineer Luke

Oswald shares some DAW tips. Luke is the main drum

software educator at Groove3.

We’re also joined by Mexican drummer and educator Raul

Vargas who will provide regular lessons, and he kicks off with

some fills that you should find useful.

As we end the year, I’d like to ask for your feedback. We are

again running our Readers’ Choice awards, where you choose

the best e-drum products and vote for the e-drummer of the

year. Please take a few minutes to cast your votes here.

Finally, thank you to everyone involved with digitalDrummer for

your support in 2016. I am sure all who enjoy the magazine

join me in thanking our contributors for their solid work

highlighting the gear, the artists and the techniques which

make electronic percussion one of the fastest-growing areas

of music.

I hope you enjoy this edition and look forward to your feedback.



editor@digitaldrummermag.com
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GEAR



New products come early



Normally, the big manufacturers unveil their new offerings

at events like NAMM or Musikmesse, but there’s been a

recent rash of releases.



Jamming is addictive with this KAT



They say you can’t hurry love. You also can’t rush

Alternate Mode products and Allan Leibowitz checks out

whether the jamKAT was worth the wait.



Another ‘amped’ KAT



KAT Percussion has expanded its amplifier/PA offerings

with the HD400, which Scott Holder got to test.



More wireless triggers



They’ve been available for less than six months, but

already the Versatrigger range has been refined and

extended. Allan Leibowitz reviews the updates.



Multiple options in single pedals



The move to bigger bass trigger pads makes the choice

of pedal even more important, and digitalDrummer did a

quick round-up of some of the more popular pedals out

there.



Profile



Narada Michael Walden



Narada Michael Walden started off as a drummer, but has

a string of Grammy and Emmy awards to his name as a

producer of number one hits. As he tells digitalDrummer

editor Allan Leibowitz, electronic drums are an important

part of his hit-making arsenal.



www.digitaldrummermag.com
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PERFORMANCE



How I use e-drums



2012 Roland V-Drums US champion Pat Kennedy talks

about how e-drums have shaped his career.



SOFTWARE



DAW to creativity



Luke Oswald explores Digital Audio Workstations and how

they can be used for e-drumming.



Gen16 tool gets a makeover



The Gen16 software editor has had a revamp and Allan

Leibowitz tried out the new version.



DIY



E-cajon and beyond



Much like the acoustic percussive box on which they are

based, electronic cajons are popping up all over the place.

This month’s DIY project is an e-cajon with a twist, from

Canadian Antonio de Braga.



TRAINING



Finding your fill



This edition sees the start of a new educational feature.

Raul Vargas kicks it off with some fills.



MONSTER



My Monster Kit



This month’s oversized kit belongs to Keegan Ostrowski

from San Diego, California.



ws ... Get the latest e-drum news at www.digitaldrummermag.com/news ...

digitalDRUMMER, November 2016
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New products

come early

--Gear--



Normally, the big manufacturers unveil their new

offerings at events like NAMM or Musikmesse,

but there’s been a recent rash of releases.
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ROLAND USED SEPTEMBER 9th (a hark

back to the TR-909 Rhythm Composer) to

debut its new V-Drums flagship and some

other products.



The new TD-50KV and TD-50K flagship kits

are powered by the TD-50 sound module. This

module, with new samples and Prismatic

Sound Modeling, “supports deep sound

customisation, including adjustment of heads

and shells, layering of internal and user

samples, and adjustment of overhead mics

and ambience”, according to Roland.



Additional features include user sample

playback via SD memory, multi-track recording

via USB and balanced audio outputs.



There are new triggers in these kits in the form

of the PD-140DS Digital Snare and CY-18DR

Digital Ride.

The 14-inch PD-140DS Digital Snare features

Roland’s newly developed multi-element

sensor system and a three-layer mesh head

for natural rebound and feel. Working together

with the module’s advanced processing, hits

across every area of the pad are more closely

detected, and playing dynamics are captured

in minute detail.



The full kits with a street price of $4,799 (TD50K) and $7,499 (TD-50KV) are currently

shipping, and separate components should be

available early next year.



digitalDrummer hopes to include a full review

of the new flagship in our next edition.

At the other end of its range, Roland also

launched the TD-1KPX V-Drums (below), the

latest addition to its portable kits line.



The CY-18DR Digital Ride is Roland’s largestever cymbal pad, at 18”. It also boasts a new

high-resolution, multi-sensor system that

detects every stroke from edge to bell areas. In

conjunction with the TD-50 module, players

can enjoy dynamics and response not

previously possible with any ride cymbal pad,

the company claims.

Also new is the optional KD-A22 Kick Drum

Converter package which adapts a 22”

acoustic kick to become a trigger for the TD-50

module, enabling a player to incorporate the

familiar feel and stage presence of a traditional

kick drum with their V-Drums set-up.



PD-140DS Digital Snare
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The TD-1KPX comes with an 8” snare pad and

three 6.5” PDX-6 V-Pads for toms – all with

mesh heads. CY-5 cymbal pads are included

for cymbals and hi-hat.

And, as a follow-up to the ELCajon EC-10

launched earlier this year, Roland released the

EC-10M ELCajon Mic Processor, a unique and

innovative creative tool for acoustic cajon

players. Compact and battery-powered, the

EC-10M enables the user to trigger electronic

layered sounds with their own instrument via

an included clip-on mic. The EC-10M also

offers the ability to trigger additional sounds

with two integrated foot pads or optional kick

trigger pedals, and includes a looper function

for creating rhythmic phrases with electronic

sounds.
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Yamaha’s new DT50 triggers



Yamaha has added two external triggers to its

line. The DT50S is a dual-zone trigger for

snares and toms and the DT50K is a singlezone unit designed for kick drums.

Housed in solid metal die-cast bodies, both

triggers simply clip onto acoustic rims with

finger-tightening.



The dual-zone triggers are compatible with the

tom inputs of the current DTX modules, but

new firmware is being rolled out which is

believed to make them compatible with the

snare inputs.

No pricing details were available at publication

time.

ATV Corporation, which launched its aD5

drum module at NAMM in January, has

released details of its new instrument, the

aFrame (below).
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The aFrame is an all-in-one instrument, with an

acoustic-like playing surface and a built-in

sound processor.

The instrument features “Adaptive Timbre

Technology” which, according to ATV,

dynamically adapts characteristics of a number

of filter groups, and produces a broad range of

tonal variations based on playing surface

conditions and tonal frequency components

that vary with each percussionist's playing

style.

Tones can be created using the onboard

acoustic and electronic sounds, and further

enhanced with internal high-definition stereo

effects. Up to 80 user-defined tones can be

saved in the built-in memory.

There are no details yet of pricing or

availability.



www.digitaldrummermag.com
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Introducing the ja mKAT™ MIDI Hand Percussion Controller



ja mKAT



The twelve FSR pad layout of the jamKAT™ was designed

specifically for hand percussionists. Allowing for natural

hand movements, gestures, and techniques found in

playing instruments such as congas, bongos, tabla,



“A new instrument

for a new way

of playing.”



shakers, etc.

This instrument has an amazing feel, response and

dynamic range thanks to the power of the DITI. For the first

time, you can play with just your fingers, expression never

realized on any hand drum controller.

The DITI incorporates many “gestures” designed for hand

drum playing. It knows when you want to sustain a sound

simply by pressing on the pad. It can send out controller

information such as pitch bend, panning, expression, etc.

The DITI can play alternate note patterns, velocity shifting,

note shifting, etc. It can even play different sounds

depending on the pressure of another pad. You can play

chords and transpose patterns.



Alternatemode.com| @ALTERNATEMODE
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